
KIDS ART CLUB

Come for one or the whole
block of classes!

Get intouch with Isha Harris
message 07388128440 and  fill

in a registration form on the
day at the Art Studio

 Please dress your child in
clothes you don’t mind your child

getting messy in.
There is a first aider on site and

the Artist is PVG checked.  

Art Studio
9 The Haugh 

East Wemyss 
KY1 4SB

9am Kids art class for 5-9
year olds £6 an hour.

11-1pm Kids Art Class for
9-13 year olds £10 for two

hours.



£6
/session

Armstrong's artistic journey has been

profoundly influenced by her diverse

upbringing in three distinct locations: rural

Indonesia, small-town Manitoba, and

cosmopolitan Singapore. Each of these

experiences has left an indelible mark on her

artistic expression, resulting in a vibrant and

expressive palette of colours and themes. Her

choice of colours reflects the richness and

diversity of her background, creating visually

stunning works of art.

While Armstrong is proficient in various

artistic mediums, she finds true fulfilment in

working with oils. The versatility and depth of

oil paints allow her to fully manifest her

artistic vision on the canvas. 

In line with Armstrong's preference, we will be

using oils to capture our own vivid and

enchanting mandrakes during this creative

journey. It's important to note that these

paintings will require a month to fully dry at

home, but they will provide the children with

an invaluable opportunity to work with a

popular classic medium and experience the

magic of oil painting.

£10
Starting from 

9 AND OLDER
TWO HOURS

Starting from 

5 - 8 YEAR OLDS
ONE HOUR

5 WEEKS

JUNE
SATURDAY
3RD, 8TH,
15TH,22ND &
29TH
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In June for five weeks, we will be exploring

the artistic world of Andrea Armstrong.

Armstrong is a talented artist residing in East

Vancouver, Canada. Armstrong leads a

captivating and creative lifestyle that

revolves around three essential pillars:

eating, sleeping, and painting. Her cozy

studio serves as her personal sanctuary,

where she immerses herself in the artistic

process day in and day out. Not only does she

indulge in daytime artistic sessions, but she

also finds solace in late-night creative

endeavours.

As an artist, Armstrong is particularly drawn

to character-driven paintings. Each face she

carefully crafts tells a unique and captivating

story.


